
Inkers Shadow by Allen Say 
TEEN/GN/SAY,A
For Allen Say, life as teen in Southern California was a cold existence. His father 
sent Allen to an American military academy, so that his son could learn English 
and “become a success in life.” As the school’s first and only Japanese student, 
he experienced immediate racism among his fellow cadets and his teachers. 
The other kids’ parents complained about Allen’s presence at the all-white 
school. As a result, he was relegated to a tool shed behind the mess hall. 
Determined to free himself from this oppression, Allen saved enough money to 
buy a 1946 Ford for $50—then escaped to find the America of his dreams!

Child Soldier : When Boys and Girls are Used in War by Jessica Dee Humphreys
J/BIOGRAPHY/355/CHIKWANINE,M/HUM
Michel Chikwanine’s father once told him, “If you ever think you are too small 
to make a difference, try sleeping in a room with a mosquito.” Michel was a 
5-year-old boy in the Democratic Republic of Congo when he was abducted 
from his soccer game and forced to become a soldier in a rebel militia. Despite 
terrible odds, Michel was able to escape and return to his family, but his life was 
forever altered. In this graphic novel memoir, learn about how Michel survived, 
and how even the smallest person can change the world. 
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Reading Unbound: Why Kids Need to 
Read What They Want—and Why We Should Let Them
by Jeffrey Wilhelm, Michael Smith, Sharon Fransen
Y/372.409/WILHELM,K
Grown-ups, here’s some reading to give you more information about our new 
book lists this summer, and why we’re doing them this way. And make sure you 
stop by Info Services and ask them to help you find your next great read; don’t 
let your kids have all the fun!

Superhero ADuLts



Written and Drawn by Henrietta: A TOON Book by Liniers
E/GN/TOON
Harold and the Purple Crayon meets Once Upon a Cool Motorcycle Dude in this 
celebration of story and the creative process. Grab your art supplies and join 
Henrietta as she writes and illustrates her own stories right before your eyes. 

The Sandwich Thief by André Marois
J/GN/MAROIS,A
Marin’s parents make him the best sandwiches, and every day brings a new, 
even more delicious sandwich for him to enjoy. Life is great until the day 
someone steals his most beloved taste sensation: ham-cheddar-kale. This 
makes Marin hangry, and he won’t rest until he brings the sandwich thief to 
justice. 

Little Dee and the Penguin by Christopher Baldwin
Y/GN/BALDWIN,C
Funny stories about Dee’s adventures with her band of animal friends.

The Bolds by Julian Clary
Y/FICTION/CLARY,J
Mr. and Mrs. Bold are just like you and me except for one slight difference: 
they’re hyenas. Very funny hyenas. For fans of The Dunderheads, Timmy Failure, 
and Amelia Bedelia. 

The Pages Between Us by Lindsey Leavitt
J/FICTION/LEAVITT,L
Two best friends try hard to stay in touch with a notebook/diary passed back 
and forth between them as they navigate the first year of middle school.

Spirit Week Showdown by Crystal Allen
J/FICTION/ALLEN,C
If you love Ivy and Bean, Ramona, Clementine, Dork Diaries, or Ramona, you 
absolutely must meet 9-year-old Mya Tibbs! Series: Magnificent Mya Tibbs

Unusual Chickens for the Exceptional Poultry Farmer by Kelly Jones
J/FICTION/JONES,K
Sophie is bored and adrift after her family moves from Los Angeles to a farm 
they’ve inherited from a mysterious great-uncle. Then a cranky chicken appears 
and Sophie discovers that the hen can move objects with her exceptional bird 
brain. And that’s just the first of many strange chickens that begin appearing 
on the farm. For fans of Polly Horvath, Roald Dahl and Pie. To learn more about 
chickens, try A Kid’s Guide To Keeping Chickens J/636.5/CAUGHEY,M

Awkward by Svetlana Chmakova
J/GN/CHMAKOVA,S
It is a universal truth that a child in middle school will be incredibly awkward. 
On her very first day at her new school, Penelope embarrasses herself in front 
of everyone. Find out if joining the art club will make middle school slightly 
more bearable for her.

Roller Girl by Victoria Jamieson
Y/GN/ROLLER
Astrid is going to have the best summer ever at Roller Derby camp. That is 
until her best friend decides she would rather take ballet. Will Astrid be tough 
enough for Roller Derby without her best friend at her side?

Sunny Side Up by Jennifer L. Holm
Y/GN/HOLM,J
Sunny Lewin thought spending the summer in Florida with her grandfather 
might be fun—it is the home of Disney World, after all. But Gramps doesn’t 
live in an amusement park, he lives in a complex with a bunch of really old 
people. Still, Sunny isn’t the only kid around—there’s also Buzz, a boy who is 
completely obsessed with comic books, and soon they’re having adventures of 
their own. But, still—why is Sunny down in Florida in the first place? The answer 
lies in a family secret that Sunny has yet to learn—and probably doesn’t want 
to know. 

Prison Island: A Graphic Memoir by C. Frakes
Y/BIOGRAPHY/365.6/FRAKES,C/FRA
McNeil Island in Washington state was the home of the last prison island in 
the United States, accessible only by air or sea. It was also home to about 50 
families, including Colleen Frake’s. Her parents—like nearly everyone else 
on the island—both worked in the prison, where her father was the prison’s 
captain and her mother worked in security. In this engaging graphic memoir, a 
Xeric and Ignatz Award-winning comics artist, Colleen Frakes, tells the story of a 
typical girl growing up in atypical circumstances.

A Year Without Mom by Dasha Tolstikova
Y/GN/TOLSTIKOVA,D
Twelve-year-old Dasha lives an average life with her mother and grandparents 
in downtown Moscow. When her mother accepts a chance to get a Master’s 
degree in America and leaves Dasha behind with her grandma and grandpa for 
a whole year, Dasha faces many changes by herself, missing her mother the 
whole time.

These books can be found under the author’s last name. Some of these titles may be available in another format. Please ask for help at the Kids’ World Desk.

Read from the beginning of the list when you’re short on time but still want a good story. Read from the end of the 
list when you’re up for a more textually and thematically challenging experience .
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What’s your favorite graphic novel or memoir? Add it here!


